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Air jet mills are important tools in the size reduction processing of pharmaceutical 

powders.  The benefits of the air jet mill to the pharmaceutical industry are its sanitary 

design (no moving parts or media) and ability to produce narrow particle size 

distributions.  Due to the high-value nature of active pharmaceutical ingredients, a trial-

and-error approach to obtain optimal milling conditions for size reduction would lead to a 

needless expenditure of time and valuable resources.  This work uses population 

balances for modeling the continuous milling of a spiral jet mill with inexpensive, readily 

available excipient powders, and predicts milling model parameters for high value 

powders with only small quantities being consumed.  

We have developed a multilevel model that describes the effect of material 

characteristics and mill operating variables on particle breakage in a specific air jet mill.  

This model allows us to predict product size distributions of brittle crystalline materials.  

The method used to develop this model can be utilized for many self-classifying mills.  

For a new mill, extensive initial milling with inexpensive excipient powders is required to 

determine mill-dependent model parameters.  Subsequently, quick material 
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characterization experiments can be made with limited powder consumption of 

expensive powders to determine powder-dependent milling parameters. 
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CHAPTER 1 
ORGANIZATION 

This PhD dissertation is divided into four main parts: Chapter 2 presents a review 

of the relevant literature, Chapter 3 outlines a two-level milling model which describes 

the continuous milling in an air jet mill, Chapter 4 describes a three-level milling model 

which incorporates powder properties, and Chapter 5 discusses further characterization 

and future work. 

In Chapter 2, an appropriate review of literature provides information on common 

comminution equipment with a focus on air jet mills.  A thorough history of modeling 

breakage functions is provided spanning nearly sixty years.  The use of these 

developed breakage functions to model and simulate air jet mills is highlighted.  Finally, 

explanations of material properties and characterization techniques are provided with an 

emphasis on indentation measurements and single-impact milling and their relation to 

material-dependent parameters in milling models.   

In Chapter 3, a milling model for a continuous self-classifying spiral air jet mill has 

been developed.  Its foundation is a population balance model with selection and 

breakage distribution functions that have been related to a minimal number of separable 

mill-dependent and powder-dependent parameters.  Initially, experimentation is required 

to determine the mill-dependent parameters for a specific mill, by milling a “base” 

powder at multiple operating conditions.  Powder-dependent parameters can be 

determined from either mill experiments or from material characterization 

measurements that require small amounts of powder (presented in Chapter 4).  The 

milling model uses as inputs the feed particle size distribution and mill operating 

conditions and predicts the product particle size distribution.  Three crystalline powders, 
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sodium bicarbonate, lactose monohydrate, and sucrose, have been used to test the 

milling model. 

The milling model for a self-classifying spiral jet mill developed in Chapter 3 can be 

used to predict the product size distribution for a given mill and powder.  For the same 

mill, the mill-dependent parameters can be fixed to the values determined previously, 

however extensive milling experiments are still required to determine the powder-

dependent parameters with the previous two-level model.  It would be preferable if only 

a small amount of powder was required to determine these powder-dependent 

parameters using simple powder characterization and material property measurement 

techniques.   

In Chapter 4, the milling model described in Chapter 3 has been expanded to a 

three-level model with the addition of powder-dependent parameter function models 

using simple material characterization measurements as inputs.  This allows the 

determination of these parameters with minimal consumption of powder.  Specifically, 

the powder-dependent parameters are related to material hardness from 

microindentation or to a breakage measure from single-particle impact milling.  The 

crystalline powders, sodium bicarbonate, lactose monohydrate, and sucrose, have been 

used to test the material characterization techniques and expanded milling model. 

Chapter 5 outlines preliminary results and guidance for determining elastic 

modulus from Knoop indentation and fracture toughness from overloaded Vickers 

indents.  Also, suggested future work is presented as three main expansion paths: 

relate micromill breakage measure to more material properties, use the mill modeling 

approach on another mill size or type, and employ the current milling model equations 
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to develop useful industrial software.  Each of these three directions has great potential 

in advancing the understanding of breakage behavior and applying this knowledge to 

assist and advance size reduction in industry. 

Appendix A includes the jet mill run forms that were used to document each 

experiment.  Appendix B and Appendix C contain the MATLAB code of the milling 

model which predicts the breakage functions using micromill breakage measure or 

microindentation hardness measurements, respectively.  
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CHAPTER 2 
REVIEW OF SIZE REDUCTION 

Comminution Equipment 

Size reduction is a crucial step in solids processing, and milling is used to create 

specific product size distributions.  There are many different types of mills which have 

various advantages and disadvantages for the many industries that utilize size 

reduction.  These mills can be divided into five classes: impact mills, ball media mills, air 

jet mills, roller mills, and shearing attrition mills [1].  They can operate on three main 

stress mechanisms which cause breakage: stress between two surfaces, stress applied 

at a single surface, and stress applied by a carrier medium [2].  Table 2-1 lists a select 

few of the common mills in four of the five classes which will be discussed here. 

Table 2-1.  Mill types 

Mill class Mill type Product size range [2] 

Impact mills Pin mill 
Hammer mill 

50 – 3000 microns 
 

   
Ball media mills Tumbling ball mill 

Stirred media ball mill 
< 50 – 3000 microns 

   
Air jet mills Loop (oval chamber) mill 

Fluidized-bed opposed jet mill 
Spiral (pancake) jet mill 

< 50 microns 

   
Roller mills Crushing roll > 3000 microns 

 
When choosing a mill type, the important thing to consider is what product size is 

desired.  If the starting material is very large and product greater than 3 mm is suitable, 

a roller mill can be used.  Roller mills crush particles by passing them through a small 

gap between two cylindrical rollers, which rotate in opposite directions [2].  If product 

between 50 microns and 3 mm is required, an impact mill can be used. Two commonly 

used impact mills are pin mills and hammer mills.  A pin mill breaks particles by passing 
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them, using a carrier gas, between one stationary and one high-speed rotating disc.  

Numerous pins projecting from each disc interconnect, such that they pass very close to 

one another, and impact fed material [2].  Hammer mills contain a high-speed rotating 

shaft to which several hammers are attached.  Material entering the mill is stressed by 

multiple impacts with these hammers [3].  A large range of product sizes are obtainable 

using two types of ball media mills: vessel driven and agitator driven.  Vessel driving ball 

mills are cylindrical vessels containing hard media which rotate and impact particles by 

tumbling the contents or, at high rotational speeds, compressing them against the 

chamber walls [1].  Agitator driven ball mills, such as a stirred media mill, are capable of 

producing particles down to the nanometer range [4].   

To produce particles less than 50 microns, commonly used air jet mills such as 

spiral jet mills, loop mills, and fluidized-bed opposed jet mills are used. The Micronizer 

Company introduced the spiral jet mill, a tangential jet mill type, in 1934, which injects 

particles, using a venturi, into a high speed gas vortex created within a pancake-shaped 

grinding chamber by multiple high-speed gas jets [5].  Particle breakage within the 

grinding chamber is caused by particle-particle collisions and impacts with the chamber 

walls.  Grinding is dependent on causing collisions between slower moving particles in 

the rotating vortex with high-speed particles accelerated by the tangentially entering 

grinding jets [6].  Inside the vortex, larger particles are pulled toward the walls of the 

chamber, by centrifugal forces, providing further impact opportunities.  As particles 

break down, the drag force created by gas exiting through a central exit exceeds the 

centrifugal force and pulls the particles out of the mill.  This ensures that only particles 

below a certain size, the cut size, are able to leave the mill chamber, which means 
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spiral air jet mills are self-classifying.  Closely related loop mills are vertical versions of 

pancake jet mills and have higher operating capacities [5].  Fluidized-bed opposed jet 

mills create intense particle-particle impacts by accelerating particles, using gas jets, 

directly at one another, which has proven to be useful for milling materials that are very 

difficult to break [7].   

Modeling Breakage 

In 1948, Epstein laid the foundations of population balance modeling used to 

describe milling by constructing a statistical model for breakage mechanisms involving 

two functions [8].  These two functions would evolve into the selection function, Sj, and 

breakage distribution function, bij.  The selection function determines the percentage of 

particles to be broken, and the breakage distribution function describes the product 

particle fractions of each size created by breakage [9].  Breakage in various batch 

grinding machines has been described by these breakage functions.  Wet and dry batch 

ball milling has been simulated by a grinding function which combines: selection 

parameters, breakage parameters, and the feed particle size distribution [10].  Ball mills, 

rod mills, hammer mills, and shredder-cutter mills have been studied using the batch 

grinding equation assuming first-order breakage kinetics [11].  Later, Bilgili and Scarlett 

observed deviations from the linear theory and developed a non-linear breakage 

kinetics theory to explain the effect of fines generation in batch ball milling [12].  

In order to determine the parameters of the breakage functions, many experiments 

were required with narrow feed size distributions.  In order to cut down on the number of 

experiments, a back-calculation optimization procedure was developed by assuming the 

forms of the selection and breakage distribution functions, based on previous 

experiments [13].  Another approach to minimize experiment time was to develop an 
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approximation method.  Berthiaux and Varinot developed an approximation technique to 

calculate breakage parameters for stirred media batch milling by assuming the 

breakage distribution function: 

    
       

  
. (2-1) 

 
This is only suitable for short grinding times. [14] 

For continuous milling, modeling of the residence time distribution (RTD) of 

particles in the mill has to be done.  Several methods used to incorporate residence 

time in continuous mill modeling include: combining batch milling data with the RTD, 

assuming perfect mixing, assuming plug flow, and using N-mixers in series. [15]  

Residence time functions can be complicated when used to describe particle exchanges 

in mills which include both classification and grinding zones.  To remedy this, 

Gommeren et al. developed a dynamic modeling method for spiral jet mills which used 

particle size dependent probability functions to describe particle exchange between 

three zones: grinding, internal classification, and external classification [16].  Bilgili and 

Scarlett incorporated nonlinear effects in modeling continuous milling using a 

continuous stirred tank mill and a plug-flow tube mill [17].  Discrete models of mill-

classifier systems were also developed by relating convective flow and axial dispersion 

on particle size and describing recirculation as plug flow [18].   

Modeling Air Jet Mills 

Using these breakage functions, many started correlating mill operating variables 

to the breakage parameters of several types of mills.  Since a spiral jet mill was used in 

this work, previous work involving common air jet mills will be presented.  Using a loop 

mill with a closed outlet (batch mode), Nair related breakage parameters to grinding 
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nozzle pressures, nozzle sizes, and material feed rate [19, 20]. Likewise, the volumetric 

flow rate of grinding gas, feed rate, and classification tube height were determined to be 

the most significant variables in spiral jet mill grinding [21].  There have been many 

studies using horizontal and vertical jet mills involving different mill sizes, designs, and 

operating conditions.  Midoux et al. completed a great summary of the design and 

previous work with jet mills, and they expanded it by testing three different sized spiral 

jet mills with organic crystals [22].   

In addition to mill models, simulations of spiral jet mills have also been completed.  

To simulate spiral jet mills, flow in a nozzle, in a jet, in the zone between a jet hitting a 

flat target, and in a vortex was numerically studied [23].  There are several numerical 

simulation methods that have been used to study spiral jet mills.  Gommeren et al. used 

direct simulation Monte Carlo method to determine the frequency and intensity of 

particle collisions related to the mill operating conditions [24].  Discrete element method 

and computational fluid dynamics has also been used to simulate particle comminution 

and concluded that feed rate, nozzle angles, and pusher pressure have more influence 

on breakage [25].  Simulations have shown that eddies form at the feed entrance and 

that grinding pressure is the most influential operating variable [26].  All of these 

methods used simplified two-dimensional simulations.  Expansion to three-dimensional 

models was done to describe classification only by eliminating breakage [27].   

Material Dependence in Breakage Functions 

In addition to mill design and operating variables, the material characteristics of 

the powder being milled have a great effect on grinding performance.  There are several 

ways to characterize material-dependence in milling.  The most common techniques are 
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measuring material properties, such as hardness, fracture toughness, and elastic 

modulus, directly and using single-impact milling.   

Measuring Material Properties 

Hardness (H) is a measure of a materials resistance to various types of permanent 

shape changes when a force is applied.  Two common microhardness tests are the 

Vickers and Knoop tests, in which square or elongated diamond pyramids, respectively, 

are used to indent a surface [28].  Indentation hardness is calculated as the applied load 

over the area of the resulting indent.  A size effect has been observed and a model has 

been developed to describe how hardness increases as indentation depth decreases.  

This increase in hardness in metals is due to geometrically necessary dislocations 

which contribute to material work hardening as they act as obstacles to the motion of 

dislocations. [29]  However, in brittle materials there are various mechanisms leading to 

permanent deformation; including fracture, viscoelastic deformation, and crushing.  For 

determination of hardness, indentations should be done using the maximum possible 

load which does not cause crack propagation. 

When a particle is overloaded during indentation using a Vickers tip, cracks will 

grow from the corners of the indent.  Depending on the length of the crack, it can be 

assumed to be either a half-penny or Palmquist crack, and the fracture toughness (KC) 

can be determined [30].  Fracture toughness is a materials resistance to crack 

propagation.  As illustrated in Figure 2-1, the crack length, c, is the distance from the 

center of the Vickers indent to the end of the crack.  Let the diagonal of the indent be 

2a.  If the ratio c/a is greater than 2.5, it can be assumed to be a half-penny crack. 
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Figure 2-1.  Overloaded Vickers indentation used to measure fracture toughness. 

Another obtainable material property from indentation is the elastic modulus (E), 

which is described as a materials resistance to elastic deformation.  Due to the 

geometry of the Knoop indenter, elastic relaxation can be assumed to be in only the 

shorter direction, which allows for the determination of a materials elastic modulus [31].  

While both Vickers and Knoop indentation can give hardness, Vickers tests are usually 

more reliable.  Thus, the hardness (H) is measured using the Vickers indent and the 

Knoop indentation is used to find the elastic modulus (E) from the E/H ratio: 

  

  
 

 

 
  

 

 
 (2-2) 

where a and a’ are the initial and final long diagonal length, b and b’ are the initial and 

final short diagonal length, and α = 0.45 for Knoop [32]. 

While microindentation can be used, an improved technique to measure hardness 

and elastic modulus is depth sensing nanoindentation [33].  Typically, nanoindentation 

is done with a Berkovich (triangular pyramid) indenter tip or a sphere.  Other indenter 
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tips, including Vickers, have been tested and it has been shown that these tips suffer 

more from tip defects [34].  Mechanical characterization, including fracture toughness, 

of several pharmaceutical powders, using micro- or nano- indentation, can be used to 

predict size reduction from single-crystal properties [35].  The ratio of hardness to 

fracture toughness is one definition of the brittleness index of a material and can be 

thought of as the machinability, or millability, of a substance [36]. Taylor et al. found that 

the brittleness index, correlated to size reduction in a hammer mill [37].  Likewise, 

Zugner et al. observed the strong impact of the elastic-plastic properties of calcite, 

lactose, sodium ascorbate, and sodium chloride to their individual breakage behaviors 

in a modified spiral jet mill [38].  Nanoindentation can be done using a nanoindenter or 

an atomic force microscope (AFM).  Using AFM nanoindentation, the hardness of 

sucrose, lactose, ascorbic acid, and ibuprofen has been measured [39].  Taking it a step 

further, de Vegt et al. determined that the distribution of flaws influences the measured 

mechanical properties and the rate of breakage in a jet mill, which increases with 

decreasing hardness [40]. 

 The biggest challenge with indentation is specimen preparation.  Indentation 

requires flat surfaces, so typically polishing is used to create suitable specimens.  For 

large, hard materials like ceramics with hardness values close to 30 GPa this is not so 

difficult; however, most literature does not adequately describe the specific specimen 

preparation method used which can affect the hardness measurement [41].  When 

small, soft particles are prepared for indentation, typically the material is altered to allow 

for easier sampling by creating large, unnatural crystals or compacting particles into 

tablets.  These techniques often eliminate the need for polishing, which is difficult for 
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particulate samples that tend to fracture and pull out.  For example, to indent 

paracetamol, large single crystals were grown to 5-10 mm from stock powder [42].  To 

measure the elasticity and fracture toughness of microcrystalline cellulose, Hancock et 

al. compacted powder into 8x4.5x0.4 mm “bars” [43, 44].  These techniques will 

obviously change the material properties measured from the true properties of the 

received particles.  In this work, a clear specimen preparation method is outlined for 

sampling soft, brittle crystalline powders on the order of 200 microns in diameter. 

Single-Impact Milling 

In order to eliminate challenging specimen preparation required for indentation, a 

single-impact milling method can be used to characterize materials.  While indentation 

methods require only a few crystals, single-impact milling consumes the amount of 

powder required for particle sizing.  However, the speed and ease of this technique is 

very attractive, and the influence of all material properties and characteristics can be 

measured at one time.  Single-impact mills are typically designed to accelerate particles 

with compressed gas at a fixed target and use filtration to collect the resulting 

fragments.  Over time, single impact mills have evolved to be used with finer material 

and variable impact angles [45].   

There are two main breakage mechanisms at high velocity impacts: chipping and 

fragmentation.  Chipping is the breakage of small fragments from the surface near an 

edge of the mother particle, and fragmentation is the breakage of the mother particle 

into large pieces.  Papadopoulos and Ghadiri used a single-impact device to observe 

the dependence of chipping and fragmentation breakage mechanisms on impact 

velocity [46].  They developed a chipping model which relates the fractional loss per 

impact with the impact velocity.  Later, Ghadiri and Zhang added indentation hardness 
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and fracture toughness into their model.  The fractional loss by single-impact milling was 

found to correlate to hardness over fracture toughness squared [47, 48].  This model 

was tested at low particle velocities (less than 10 m/s) with a fixed normal target.  When 

the angle was varied, it was found that the normal force determined the extent of 

damage while the tangential force influenced breakage pattern [49, 50].  At high 

velocities, a greater normal force causes fragmentation while greater tangential forces 

near an edge lead to chipping. 

Peukert outlined an approach to model stirred ball milling that separates mill and 

material dependence by defining two material-dependent parameters: fmat, the 

resistance of a particle against fracture and wm,min, the specific energy a particle can 

take up without fracture [51].  This approach was tested on a single-impact milling 

device using several materials, and the material parameters were related to the 

probability of breakage for these materials [52].  Tested materials included large size 

ranges of polymers, crystalline materials, glass, and limestone.  The separation 

approach, with material-dependent parameters found using a single-impact mill, was 

used to simulate breakage in a hammer mill and an air classifier mill; proving that single 

particle breakage properties could be translated to multiple-impact milling devices [53].  

Similarly, this separation of mill- and material- dependent parameters approach has 

been tested on the milling of sucrose in a single ball mill [54]. 

Following the work of Peukert et al. [51-53], relationships were then developed 

between compression tests and impact tests, which allowed for the development of a 

fatigue model [55, 56].  Toneva and Peukert attempted to apply their separation 

approach to compressive comminution.  However, they found that their two “material-
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dependent” parameters, fmat and wm,min, are not the same for both impact and 

compression comminution tests; they are dependent on the stress mechanism. [57]  

When compared to indentation measurements, it was found that these two material 

parameters could be expressed in terms of a brittleness index [58].  Meier et al. have 

determined a general breakage function dependent on particle size and material used.  

A stressing parameter, which incorporates the breakage parameters, was determined 

for several pharmaceutical powders from single-impact milling, or from mechanical 

properties determined using indentation. [59] 

The Contribution of this Work 

This work attempts to unite some of the great ideas and progress made in the 

history of mill modeling by developing a simple modeling approach to predict the 

product size distribution from a continuous spiral jet mill given only the feed 

composition, mill operating variables (grinding pressure, pusher pressure, and feed 

rate), and simple material characteristics from either microindentation or single-impact 

milling.  This has been done by developing a population balance model for self-

classifying spiral jet mills that does not require separation of grinding and classification 

zones or complicated residence time distribution models.  This method does not 

assume breakage behavior or relate the breakage distribution function to the probability 

of breakage.  Furthermore, a clear sampling procedure for microindentation has been 

outlined for soft, brittle particles on the order of 200 microns and a new breakage 

measure, which requires minimal consumption of material and time, has been defined to 

relate single-impact breakage to material-dependence in the spiral jet mill.   
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CHAPTER 3 
MODEL STRUCTURE AND MODEL VALIDATION USING MILL EXPERIMENTS 

Introduction 

In the pharmaceutical industry, size reduction techniques are used to improve 

powder processing and increase the bioavailability of an active pharmaceutical 

ingredient (API) in order to obtain the desired therapeutic effect or to aid in drug product 

formulation.  One common size reduction technique used by the industry is air jet 

milling.  Air jet mills are beneficial to the pharmaceutical industry because of their ability 

to create narrow product size distributions relying on particle-particle impacts to break 

particles and a simple sanitary design containing no moving parts.  Since particles are 

accelerated by gas jets to break upon each other, this mill exhibits minimal 

contamination compared to other mills which require foreign media or high-speed 

mechanical parts. 

However, there are several challenges in milling.  Each powder breaks differently 

and many pharmaceutical materials, such as APIs, can be very expensive to 

manufacture and require careful exposure control due to their biological activity.  

Therefore, it is undesirable to develop milling model parameters using optimization 

methods requiring extensive experimentation with large quantities of an API.  A model 

that requires minimal consumption of high-valued powders to establish its parameter 

values would be advantageous.  Such a model is developed in the present work.  The 

standard batch milling population balance model has been modified to describe and 

predict the continuous milling of a self-classifying spiral jet mill.  The breakage functions 

of this population balance model include parameters that can be subdivided into two 

categories: (1) parameters that are independent of the powder being milled and only 
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dependent on the mill characteristics (mill-dependent) and (2) mill-independent 

parameters that depend only on powder characteristics (powder-dependent).  Thus, the 

mill-dependent parameter values can be determined for a specific mill through 

experiments conducted with inexpensive powders, and powder-dependent parameters 

can be determined either with mill experiments or with small quantities of high-value 

powders using characterization experiments (described in Chapter 4). 

Population balance models are used to explain the grinding process using two 

functions: the specific breakage rate (selection function, Sj) and the breakage 

distribution function, bij [8, 9, 11].  The selection function, Sj, is the probability of a 

particle of size j breaking in some unit time.  The breakage distribution function, bij, is 

the fraction of particles breaking from size j to size i. Population balance modeling for 

batch milling is well defined and has been developed extensively in the literature [10], 

[14].  Also, it has been utilized in modeling mills with internal and external classifiers, but 

the mill is usually separated into grinding and classification areas [16], [18].  Others 

have used data from spiral jet mills that were physically altered to significantly change 

its milling abilities [19], [20].  This paper presents a population balance model designed 

for continuous milling. 

Of the two breakage functions, the selection function has been studied in greater 

detail in previous literature.  The breakage distribution function is often excluded or 

incorporated in the selection function.  This approach is not suitable for every case [14].  

The model presented here is capable of predicting the entire product size distribution 

with only the feed size distribution, mill operating variables, and simple material 
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characteristics as inputs.  The material characterization techniques and connections to 

powder-dependent parameters are described in Chapter 4. 

Background 

A typical air jet mill, as shown in Figure 3-1, has three operating variables: grinding 

pressure, pusher pressure, and feed rate [20], [26], [21].   

 

Figure 3-1.  Air jet mill schematic showing gas and particle flows 

Particles are fed into the feed funnel.  The pusher gas enters into the feed apparatus 

and, using a venturi, creates a partial vacuum at the bottom of the feed funnel which 

causes the particles to be drawn into the system.  The particles are then accelerated by 

the pusher pressure into the grinding chamber.  The grinding gas enters into an outer 

manifold surrounding the grinding chamber.  Grinding nozzles allow the grinding gas to 
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enter tangentially into the grinding chamber at high velocities creating a vortex of gas.  

Teng et al. and Muller et al. have been able to illustrate this vortex via simulation and 

experimentation [26], [60].  Particles injected into this gas vortex are accelerated toward 

the grinding chamber walls by centrifugal force.  Particles experience multiple impacts 

with the wall and other particles.  A drag force is created by the gases exiting the milling 

chamber through a central exit.  Since centrifugal force is proportional to the particle 

size cubed and drag force is proportional to the particle size squared, as particles break 

into smaller fragments the centrifugal force decreases faster than the drag force.  Once 

the drag force overcomes the centrifugal force, the particle exits the mill chamber with 

the airflow.  Depending on the operating variables, there is some given particle size (the 

cut size) which will be able to leave the grinding chamber.  Once a particle breaks down 

to this critical size, the drag force on the particle will exceed the centrifugal force and the 

particle will be carried out of the chamber.  Therefore, this mill design is said to be self-

classifying. 

Modeling 

Population Balance Model 

The model developed here is applicable to self-classification mills such as the 

spiral jet mill.  It makes the following assumptions:  

 Particles in any given size class j have the same mean residence time τj in the mill.  

 Size j breaks the same whether it entered as feed or was created by breakage 
from a larger particle within the mill.   

 The larger the particle the greater the probability of breakage 

 Particles cannot increase in size during milling 
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These assumptions are reasonable for isotropic crystalline powders which break in a 

brittle manner and exhibit minimal effect from fatigue.  

For illustration purposes, consider a three-bin system where bin 1 is the largest 

size and bin 3 is the smallest.  The bins are defined such that particles of size 1 are in 

bin 1, those of size 2 are in bin 2, and particles smaller than size 2 are in bin 3.  For our 

purposes, bin 3 includes all particles smaller than bin 2 and therefore particles cannot 

break into a smaller bin.  σj is defined as the probability of size j breaking in time τj , and 

βij is the probability that size j breaks into size i.  These are related to the traditional 

breakage functions by: 

        (3-1) 

          (3-2) 

If the mass fractions of each bin in the feed and product are denoted as     and   , 

respectively, mass balances utilizing the functions    and     lead to the following 

equations. 

    (    )      
(3-3) 

 

    (    )  [          ] 
(3-4) 

 

    (   )  [           (          )     ] (3-5) 

   
Particles in bin 1 that exit the mill must have been fed in bin 1 and did not break, 

and since the survival probability is (    ) this leads to Equation 3-3.  Product 

particles in bin 2 can come from unbroken particles from the feed or can be created 

from particles of size 1 breaking into size 2 (Equation 3-4).  Finally, particles exiting in 

bin 3 can be unbroken size 3 from the feed or particles created by the following 

mechanisms: bin 2 feed breaking into bin 3, bin 1 feed breaking directly into bin 3, or 
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breaking from bin 1 to bin 2 to bin 3 (Equation 3-5).  Obviously, as the number of bins 

increases the number of    and     factors increase.  However, not all    and     are 

independent as Equation 3-2 implies that: 

∑      

 

 (3-6) 

Thus, the three-bin model has three independent functions (  ,   , and    ) with 

    and     obtained from Equation 3-6.  In general, if there are n bins, there will be 

 (   )

 
 independent functions.  In order to determine    and     for a set of mill conditions, 

(n-1) experimental runs with single bin feeds would theoretically suffice.  For example, 

with 4 bins the run with feed in bin 1 will generate measurements of        and   , and 

therefore three equations.  The run with bin 2 feed will give    and   , and a run with bin 

3 feed gives only   .  The resulting six equations can then be used to determine the 

independent functions   ,   ,   ,    ,    , and    . 

Chipping Conditional Probability Simplification 

It was observed that only breakage to the next bin size or smallest bin size would 

suffice in describing the breakage of the test powders, used in this study, in the spiral jet 

mill.  The rationale for this observation is that in high force impacts, two main 

mechanisms of breakage typically exist: fragmentation and chipping [61].  Fracture 

occurs when the largest crack in the greatest stress region propagates to the edges of 

the particle and creates fragments from impact.  Typically, the mechanism of breakage 

depends on a combination of the kinetic energy and the angle at which a particle 

impacts.  A greater normal force will lead to fragmentation while a greater tangential 

component will cause chipping.  Due to the nature of milling in an air jet mill, which 
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facilitates impacts both between particles and particle-wall collisions, a single breakage 

mechanism cannot be assumed.  However, for the materials used in this study (sodium 

bicarbonate, lactose monohydrate, and sucrose) the simplifying assumption can be 

made that particles either break into the next size bin or small fractions chip off (break 

into the smallest bin).   

Naming the conditional probability of chipping upon breakage k leads to: 

    {

(   )    

    

 

               

         (                )

                 
           

 (3-7) 

If a particle breaks down utilizing a chipping mechanism, small particles will be removed 

from a mother particle which will, more than likely, remain in its original bin.  Upon 

further chipping, the mother particle will eventually fall into the next size bin.  Therefore, 

a single function, k, can define all the βij.  Note that if a particle were to “shatter” such 

that all fragments end up in the smallest bin, it would fall into the chipping regime.  

However, since the energy of impact is proportional to the surfaces created, the 

probability of shattering is much less than that of chipping.   

Using the above simplification, for an n-bin system, the number of independent 

functions is reduced from 
 (   )

 
 to n.  One of the independent functions will always 

define k while the other (   ) functions will define    through     .  Theoretically, only 

two experiments (with feed containing the largest bin size) are required in order to 

determine all the breakage functions for a given set of mill operating conditions.  
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The Sigma Function: Probability of Breakage in the Mill 

The following function which relates the probability of size i breaking in the mill,   , 

to the grinding pressure (GP), pusher pressure (PP), feed rate (FR), and size i (  ) was 

developed:  

   (
 

     (  )
) (3-8) 

where  

                                               (3-9) 

 

Here    is the volume-weighted mean diameter of bin i and   can be thought of as a 

measure of mill energy per particle.  The sigmoidal shape of the logistic function mimics 

typical milling curves and allows for a smooth transition between little to no breakage at 

low energies and complete breakage (or a σj = 1) at high mill energies. The constant b1 

was constrained to be less than or equal to -2.9 to ensure little to no breakage at low 

mill energy (see Figure 3-2). 

 

Figure 3-2.  Logistic function used to model the probability of breakage function 
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In the jet mill, an increase in grinding or pusher pressures will lead to an increase 

in particle velocity and higher kinetic energy per particle.  This will lead to a greater 

breakage probability, hence the parameters     and     are positive.  As particle size 

increases the probability of breakage increases (      > 0), because a larger particle: 

 has a greater probability of containing larger flaws 

 has a larger mass hence a higher kinetic energy 

 experiences greater centrifugal force which will keep it in the mill longer than a 
smaller particle, leading to more opportunities for collisions and breakage 

If the feed rate of particles to the mill is increased, the probability of breakage will 

decrease (    < 0).  More particles will cause the energy provided by the gas to be 

distributed over a larger number of particles thereby leading to decreased kinetic energy 

per particle.  Finally, the interaction term between GP and PP has a negative effect on 

the breakage probability which can be explained by an increase in turbulence.  When 

turbulence increases, larger particles can be carried out of the mill without breaking.  

Note that all interactions between operating variables (GP, PP, and FR) were analyzed, 

and it was determined that, for the three materials studied, the interaction between GP 

and PP was the only significant interaction between the three possible operating 

variable interactions.  Thus only the GP/PP interaction was included in this function 

(Equation 3-9) in order to minimize the number of parameters. 

Of the six parameters in this model, only one, wsize, is considered powder-

dependent.  The five mill-dependent parameters are constant for the specific mill used.  

The constant, b1, and all the operating variables and interaction terms (wGP, wPP, wFR, 

and wGPPP) are mill-dependent, because mill operating variables generate energy in the 

mill independent of the material used.  In order to model material dependence (the 
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breakage probability of different powders under the same mill conditions), only the 

parameter weighting particle size (wsize) is required to change.  This parameter is 

powder-dependent because the energy induced on each particle by the mill depends on 

the properties of the material used.  The wsize parameter can be determined from jet mill 

runs or material characterization (described in Chapter 4). 

The k Function: Conditional Probability of Chipping upon Breakage 

A function which relates the conditional probability of chipping (given breakage), k, 

to the grinding pressure, pusher pressure, and feed rate was developed.  A modified 

cosine function was chosen to take advantage of the fact that productive collisions 

(collisions that cause breakage) at low impact angles will more likely cause chipping 

while high angle impacts will lead to fragmentation.   

  
 

 
   ( )  

 

 
 

 

where   is the average productive impact angle 
(3-10) 

                          (3-11) 

 
The modified cosine function allows for a smooth transition between little to no 

chipping at high angles (-90 degrees, using a frame of reference that results in negative 

angles) and maximum chipping (or a k = 1) at low angles (0 degrees).  The average 

productive impact angle,  , can be linearly related to the energy in the mill.  For 

example, at a given low energy only high angle impacts can actually break the particle, 

leading to a high angle  ; however, as the energy of the particle increases low angle 

impacts start becoming productive and the average productive impact angle moves 

toward a lower angle. 
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Similar to the sigma function, in the jet mill, if either the grinding pressure or 

pusher pressure is increased, more kinetic energy is supplied to each particle, which will 

increase the number of small-angle collisions between particles resulting in chipping 

(    and      ).  At low energies, or lower grinding and pusher pressure, the low-

angle collisions between particles do not generate enough energy to break the particle.  

If the feed rate increases, more particles are present in the mill which will lead to lower 

energy per particle.  With less energy, only high angle impacts will be productive so   

will be higher and the probability of chipping will decrease leading to      .   

Of the four parameters in this model, only a0 is considered to be powder-

dependent, because the impact angle at which a particle can break is dependent on the 

material used.  The a0 parameter can be determined from jet mill runs or material 

characterization (described in Chapter 4). 

Model Summary 

The model developed, illustrated in Figure 3-3, predicts the product size 

distribution from a continuous self-classifying air jet mill using only the feed size 

distribution and mill operating variables (GP, PP, FR) given as inputs. 

 

Figure 3-3.  Two-level model architecture 
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The model can be subdivided into two parts: level 1 – population balance model and 

level 2 – breakage function models.  For a specific powder and mill, mill- and powder- 

dependent parameters can be determined.  These parameters and the mill operating 

variables can be used to predict the breakage functions using the breakage function 

models presented previously.  The breakage functions can then be used in the 

population balance model to determine the product size distribution exiting the air jet 

mill from a given feed size distribution.  

Materials and Methods 

Three common excipient powders were milled to determine mill-dependent 

parameters of the model and illuminate powder-dependent parameters.  Sodium 

bicarbonate was obtained from Arm and Hammer®, α-lactose monohydrate was from 

Foremost Farms® (Product Code 310), and sucrose was provided by Michigan Sugar 

Company.  Material characteristics for all three materials are given in Table 3-1. 

Table 3-1.  Material characteristics of the three test powders used in this study 
Powder Sodium Bicarbonate Lactose Monohydrate Sucrose 

Molecular Formula NaHCO3 C12H22O11
.
H20 C12H22O11 

Molar Mass (g/mol) 84.01 360.31 342.30 
Appearance White crystals White crystals White crystals 
Crystal Structure Monoclinic Monoclinic Monoclinic  
Solubility, in IPA Insoluble  Practically insoluble Slightly soluble, 

practically insoluble in 
dehydrated IPA 

D10, as received 
(microns) 

21.0 7.3 25.1 

D50, as received 
(microns) 

82.1 66.2 179.0 

D90, as received 
(microns) 

155.3 146.7 446.2 

Bulk density (g/cm
3
) 1.36 0.75 1.11 

Particle density (g/cm
3
) 2.20 1.53 1.59 

Solubility, in water 
(g/100ml) 

9 22 200 

Microindentation 
hardness (GPa) 

0.89 1.06 0.76 

Breakage measure (-) 
(Chapter 4) 

0.39 0.28 0.55 

Melting Point (˚C) 50 (decomposes) 214 186 
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For this study, a Sturtevant two-inch Micronizer®, with no liner and stainless steel 

walls, was used for milling.  A nitrogen Dewar was used to supply the carrier gas and 

the pressures were controlled using valves.  The use of nitrogen helped to reduce 

humidity effects.  A model 102M Accurate volumetric screw feeder was used to control 

the feed rate to the mill.  Experiments were completed within defined ranges of the three 

mill operating variables (grinding pressure, pusher pressure, and feed rate) using a 

fractional factorial design of experiments.  Ten operating conditions were set at three 

levels of grinding and pusher pressures (30, 65, and 100 psig) and two levels of feed 

rate (0.050 and 0.100 g/s for lactose and sucrose; and 0.100 and 0.200 g/s for sodium 

bicarbonate) using the fractional factorial design shown in Table 3-2.   

Table 3-2.  Jet mill operating conditions from fractional factorial design 

Condition set 

Grinding 
pressure 
(psig) 

Pusher 
pressure 
(psig) Feed rate (g/s) 

Material All powders All powders 
Sodium 
bicarbonate 

Lactose 
monohydrate Sucrose 

A 30 30 0.100 0.100 0.050 
B 100 100 0.100 0.100 0.050 
C 30 100 0.100 0.100 0.050 
D 100 30 0.100 0.100 0.050 
E 65 65 0.100 0.100 0.050 
F 65 30 0.200 0.050 0.100 
G 65 100 0.200 0.050 0.100 
H 30 65 0.200 0.050 0.100 
I 100 65 0.200 0.050 0.100 
J 65 65 0.200 0.050 0.100 

 
For each of the operating conditions of Table 3-2, runs were completed with six different 

feed compositions, shown in Table 3-3.  The feed compositions in Table 3-3 were 

created by sieving original stock powder into corresponding bins, and then mixing 

fractions of each bin together.  In the case of sucrose, the as received powder was pre-
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milled with the jet mill (operated at a grinding pressure of 30 psig, pusher pressure of 30 

psig, and feed rate of 0.400 g/s) to create a new stock powder for experiments. 

Table 3-3.  Jet mill feed compositions according to sieving 

Feed 
composition 

32-53 microns 
(270-450 mesh) 

53-75 microns 
(200-270 mesh) 

75-106 microns 
(140-200 mesh) 

106-150 
microns 
(100-140 mesh) 

1 100.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 
2 50.00% 50.00% 0.00% 0.00% 
3 33.33% 33.33% 33.33% 0.00% 
4 25.00% 25.00% 25.00% 25.00% 
5 0.00% 0.00% 100.00% 0.00% 
6 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 100.00% 

 
After the feed was prepared, the volumetric screw feeder was calibrated to feed 

the powder at the desired feed rate.  Once the desired feed rate was achieved, the 

grinding pressure and pusher pressure were set at the proper levels.  Then, the twenty-

minute jet mill procedure commenced.  For the first three minutes, the feed was 

collected into a beaker and weighed to confirm the feed rate.  During the next three 

minutes, six feed rate fractions were collected from the feeder in 30-second intervals to 

confirm the feed rate was consistent.  If the feed rate was incorrect or inconsistent, the 

feeder would be recalibrated and the process would start again.  If conditions were 

ideal, the feed was allowed to enter the mill continuously for ten minutes using nitrogen 

as the carrier gas.  After milling, another six feed rate fractions were collected at 30-

second intervals to confirm uniformity of the feed rate over the duration of the mill run.  

The feeder was then turned off while the mill pressures operated for one additional 

minute in order to mill any powder remaining in the mill chamber.  Finally, at the twenty-

minute mark, the pressure valves were closed.  Then, the mill was carefully and 

systematically disassembled in order to collect all the product powder.   
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After each mill run, powder was collected into three containers: feed, coarse 

product, and fine product.  Material that remained in the feeder was collected as feed.  

Powder from the product collection chamber, cyclone separator, and grinding chamber 

was labeled as coarse product.  Finally, ultrafine particles found in the piping leading 

toward and in the filter bag were collected as fine product.  Subsequently, a 

representative sample of each container was sized using a Coulter LS13320 laser 

diffraction particle size analyzer using the small volume wet module with isopropanol 

(IPA) as a medium.  In addition to using the wet module, sonication was used to ensure 

minimal agglomeration.  Powders were analyzed with the Coulter in duplicate or 

triplicate.  The weights and size distributions of the collected coarse product and fine 

product were used to calculate the size distribution of the combined product.  All particle 

size distributions and analysis used for modeling were obtained from laser diffraction 

measurements.  For each set of milling conditions of Table 3-2, the experimental 

breakage functions    and     or k were determined by minimizing the sum of the 

squared errors: 

 (      )    (    )  ∑ ∑(                        )
 

 

   

      

   

 (3-12) 

where    
denotes the mass fraction of size i in a run with feed composition r (Table 3-3).  

The fit was constrained such that        if    .  This constraint is derived from the fact 

that larger particles are more likely to break, since it is more probable for them to 

contain a larger flaw compared to a smaller particle.  The larger the flaw the easier it is 

for that flaw to be propagated and grow into a crack to cause particle fracture. 
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The 50 sigmas found by fitting the sodium bicarbonate jet mill data to the 

population balance model were fit to the sigma function, Equation 3-8 and Equation 3-9, 

by minimizing the sum of the squared differences between experimental and model   .  

The parameters determined for sodium bicarbonate were used as an initial guess for 

fitting lactose and sucrose data.  The only parameter that changed substantially was the 

      parameter.  This parameter is dependent on the material while the other five 

parameters can be considered mill-dependent.  Therefore, in order to limit the number 

of powder-dependent parameters and still fit the data, all parameters other than       

were fixed to the sodium bicarbonate values and only       was allowed to change to fit 

the    of lactose and sucrose. 

Similarly, the 10 sodium bicarbonate k values found from the population balance 

model fits were used to determine the parameters for the k function described 

previously.  However, not all experimental k values are equally reliable.  In some cases 

where all product particles end up in the smallest bin (bin 6 for this study) there is no 

guarantee that the k value found is correct since there can be infinite solutions for k.  If 

all particles of sizes 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 completely break, then it makes no difference if 

size 1 breaks sequentially from 1 to 2 to 3 to 4 to 5 to 6 or directly into 6 as in both 

cases size 6 exits the mill.  Therefore, a weighting variable is used to highlight the 

impact on the model by crucial k values (low pressure conditions with less breakage) 

and lessen the impact of high breakage k values.  The weighting value used is (    )
  

for each condition, where    is the probability of breakage of particles in the smallest bin 

size that can break to smaller sizes.  Therefore, where    is close to unity (high 

breakage) the k value has a lesser effect on the model than where    is lower.  The 
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parameters for sodium bicarbonate were again used as an initial guess for lactose and 

sucrose.  Here, the    constant was considered a powder-dependent parameter while 

the other parameters were fixed at the sodium bicarbonate value.  This approach gave 

minimal degradation between the model and experimental values. 

Results and Discussion 

The base test powder was sodium bicarbonate.  Sixty jet mill runs were completed 

at the 10 different mill operating conditions (A-J) and 6 feed (particle size) compositions 

(1-6) shown in Table 3-2 and Table 3-3.  An additional 10 repeat runs were made; one 

per operating condition at feed composition 5.  For this study, the bins were defined 

according to Table 3-4.   

Table 3-4.  Bin definitions 

Bin Size range (microns) Volume-weighted mean diameter 

Bin 1 150-212 186 
Bin 2 106-150 132 
Bin 3 75-106 93 
Bin 4 53-75 66 
Bin 5 38-53 47 
Bin 6 < 38 30 

 
Once all runs were completed and mass fractions were calculated, the probabilities of 

breakage of each bin size (σi) and the conditional probability of chipping upon breakage 

(k) were found by fitting the experimental jet mill data to a six-bin population balance 

model shown in Figure 3-4.  The mill-dependent and powder-dependent parameters 

derived from the baking soda fits are shown in Table 3-5.  The signs on these 

parameters are as expected from the earlier discussion. 

The experimental and modeled mass fractions in each bin of the product powder 

obtained from a single jet mill run operated with 106-150 micron feed powder, a grinding 

pressure of 30 psig, a pusher pressure of 30 psig, and a feed rate of 0.100 g/s for 
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sodium bicarbonate and lactose and 0.050 g/s for sucrose are shown in Figure 3-5, 

Figure 3-6, and Figure 3-7, respectively.   

 

Figure 3-4.  6-bin population balance model equations 

Table 3-5.  Parameters of the sigma and k functions for sodium bicarbonate 

Sigma Function 
 

k Function 
    -2.90 E+00    1.45 E+00 

    1.09 E-01     3.72 E-02 

    5.92 E-02     1.41 E-02 

    -9.93 E+00     -3.33 E+00 

      1.81 E-02 

 

 
 

      -8.11 E-04 
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Figure 3-5.  Sodium bicarbonate product from jet mill operated at: grinding pressure of 
30 psig, pusher pressure of 30 psig, feed rate of 0.100 g/s, and feed size of 
106-150 microns 

 

Figure 3-6.  Lactose monohydrate product from jet mill operated at: grinding pressure of 
30 psig, pusher pressure of 30 psig, feed rate of 0.100 g/s, and feed size of 
106-150 microns 
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Figure 3-7.  Sucrose product from jet mill operated at: grinding pressure of 30 psig, 
pusher pressure of 30 psig, feed rate of 0.050 g/s, and feed size of 106-150 
microns. 

These mill operating conditions produce the worst level 1 fits and have the richest 

data with product powder in multiple bins.  The differences between the experimental 

bars and population balance model bars show how well population balance model 

describes milling.  Finally, the differences between the population balance model bars 

and breakage function model bars show the ability to predict the breakage functions 

with models, related to mill- and powder-dependent parameters.  The graphs also show 

that the k simplification had low impact for each powder tested.  In order to condense 

the data obtained, Table 3-6, Table 3-7, and Table 3-8 show the experimental and 

modeled volume weighted geometric mean diameter of the product distribution for all 

runs of sodium bicarbonate, lactose monohydrate, and sucrose, respectively.  The 
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volume weighted geometric mean diameters were calculated for each particle size 

distribution using the volume-weighted mean diameters of each bin, shown in Table 3-4.  

Conclusions 

The modeling of a self-classifying spiral jet mill was studied using a population 

balance model and separation of mill and material dependence.  Using three common 

pharmaceutical excipient powders, extensive air jet mill experiments were completed in 

order to determine mill-dependent and powder-dependent parameters.  A population 

balance model for self-classifying mills was developed and used to measure the 

probability of breakage of a particle size j (σj) and the conditional probability of chipping 

upon breakage (k).  Models were then developed to relate these milling model functions 

to mill operating variables.   

This procedure can be applied to any mill type that is self classifying or equipped 

with a particle size classifier.  A different mill would require different mill-dependent 

parameters to be found by running extensive experiments with inexpensive excipient 

powders.  Moving forward, more work is needed to extend this procedure to other mills 

to further understand the mill-dependent parameters.  Also, more materials and a larger 

range of operating conditions could be used to extend the development and applicability 

of the milling model. 
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Table 3-6.  Sodium bicarbonate experimental and modeled volume weighted geometric 
mean diameter of the product distributions for all jet mill runs, reported in 
microns 

Operating Conditions 

GP (psig) 30 100 30 100 65 

PP (psig) 30 100 100 30 65 

FR (g/s) 0.100 0.100 0.100 0.100 0.100 

Feed Exp Model Exp Model Exp Model Exp Model Exp Model 

1 32.3 33.1 30.0 30.0 30.3 30.4 30.0 30.0 30.1 30.2 

2 34.6 35.5 30.0 30.0 30.8 30.6 30.0 30.0 30.1 30.2 

3 35.3 36.5 30.0 30.0 30.3 30.7 30.0 30.0 30.2 30.3 

4 37.0 36.8 30.0 30.0 30.6 30.7 30.0 30.0 30.2 30.3 

5a 39.7 40.0 30.0 30.0 31.4 30.9 30.0 30.0 30.0 30.3 

5b 38.2 40.0 30.0 30.0 31.5 30.9 30.0 30.0 30.0 30.3 

6 42.6 42.4 30.0 30.0 31.4 31.1 30.0 30.0 30.0 30.3 

Operating Conditions 

GP (psig) 65 65 30 100 65 

PP (psig) 30 100 65 65 65 

FR (g/s) 0.200 0.200 0.200 0.200 0.200 

Feed Exp Model Exp Model Exp Model Exp Model Exp Model 

1 30.7 30.7 30.3 30.3 32.7 32.5 30.2 30.0 30.7 30.5 

2 30.8 30.9 30.2 30.4 32.9 33.1 30.1 30.1 30.7 30.6 

3 31.4 31.0 30.4 30.4 33.6 34.2 30.3 30.1 30.2 30.6 

4 31.5 31.1 30.6 30.4 35.1 35.7 30.1 30.1 30.3 30.7 

5a 32.5 31.5 30.8 30.5 37.7 38.1 30.0 30.1 31.1 30.9 

5b 32.5 31.3 30.4 30.5 37.1 38.4 30.1 30.1 31.3 31.0 

6 34.5 31.8 30.7 30.5 41.1 39.7 30.1 30.1 31.0 31.0 
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Table 3-7.  Lactose monohydrate experimental and modeled volume weighted 
geometric mean diameter of the product distributions for all jet mill runs, 
reported in microns 

Operating Conditions 

GP (psig) 30  100  30  100  65  

PP (psig) 30  100  100  30  65  

FR (g/s) 0.100  0.100  0.100  0.100  0.100  

Feed Exp Model Exp Model Exp Model Exp Model Exp Model 

1 34.4 34.3 30.0 30.1 30.3 30.3 30.1 30.0 30.5 30.3 

2 37.5 37.0 30.0 30.1 30.8 30.9 30.0 30.0 31.0 30.5 

3 42.5 41.6 30.0 30.1 31.1 31.6 30.0 30.0 30.7 30.7 

4 47.6 46.1 30.0 30.1 31.6 32.0 30.0 30.0 30.9 30.9 

5a 57.7 53.5 30.0 30.2 33.3 33.1 30.0 30.1 31.0 31.2 

5b 53.6 52.8 30.0 30.2 32.8 33.0 30.0 30.1 31.3 31.2 

6 63.8 61.3 30.0 30.2 34.3 34.2 30.0 30.1 31.0 31.5 

Operating Conditions 

GP (psig) 65  65  30  100  65  

PP (psig) 30  100  65  65  65  

FR (g/s) 0.050 0.050  0.050  0.050  0.050  

Feed Exp Model Exp Model Exp Model Exp Model Exp Model 

1 30.0 30.1 30.1 30.1 30.8 30.7 30.0 30.0 30.1 30.1 

2 30.0 30.3 30.4 30.2 31.5 31.5 30.0 30.0 30.0 30.3 

3 30.0 30.5 30.0 30.2 32.0 32.8 30.1 30.0 30.0 30.3 

4 30.3 30.6 30.3 30.3 32.6 33.9 30.1 30.0 30.0 30.4 

5 31.3 31.0 30.0 30.4 34.0 36.5 30.0 30.1 30.0 30.7 

6 30.0 31.3 30.0 30.5 33.5 38.9 30.7 30.1 30.0 30.8 
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Table 3-8.  Sucrose experimental and modeled volume weighted geometric mean 
diameter of the product distributions for all jet mill runs, reported in microns 

Operating Conditions 

GP (psig) 30  100  30  100  65  

PP (psig) 30  100  100  30  65  

FR (g/s) 0.050  0.050  0.050  0.050  0.050  

Feed Exp Model Exp Model Exp Model Exp Model Exp Model 

1 30.0 30.5 NA 30.0 30.0 30.1 30.0 30.0 30.0 30.0 

2 30.9 30.8 NA 30.0 30.1 30.1 30.2 30.0 30.1 30.0 

3 30.7 31.1 NA 30.0 30.1 30.1 30.0 30.0 30.1 30.0 

4 31.3 31.4 NA 30.0 30.4 30.1 30.0 30.0 30.7 30.0 

5 30.4 31.8 NA 30.0 30.9 30.1 30.0 30.0 30.0 30.0 

6 31.9 31.9 NA 30.0 30.4 30.1 30.4 30.0 30.1 30.0 

Operating Conditions 

GP (psig) 65  65  30  100  65  

PP (psig) 30  100  65  65  65  

FR (g/s) 0.100  0.100  0.100  0.100  0.100  

Feed Exp Model Exp Model Exp Model Exp Model Exp Model 

1 30.1 30.0 NA 30.0 30.3 30.3 30.1 30.0 30.0 30.0 

2 30.6 30.1 NA 30.0 30.8 30.3 30.1 30.0 30.5 30.0 

3 30.5 30.1 NA 30.0 30.7 30.3 30.1 30.0 30.1 30.0 

4 30.6 30.1 NA 30.0 31.1 30.6 30.4 30.0 30.6 30.0 

5 30.0 30.1 NA 30.0 31.6 30.7 30.0 30.0 30.0 30.0 

6 30.5 30.1 NA 30.0 34.1 30.8 30.0 30.0 30.1 30.0 
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CHAPTER 4 
POWDER-DEPENDENT PARAMETERS FROM CHARACTERIZATION 

EXPERIMENTS 

Introduction 

In Chapter 3, a population balance model was developed to describe and predict 

the continuous milling of a spiral jet mill.  The breakage functions of this population 

balance model include parameters that can be subdivided into two categories: (1) mill-

dependent and (2) powder-dependent.  For a specific mill, the mill-dependent parameter 

values can be determined through experiments conducted with inexpensive powders.  

Powder-dependent parameters can be determined with small quantities of high-value 

powders using characterization experiments. 

In previous literature, several material characterization techniques have been used 

to measure material properties and powder characteristics which relate to particle size 

reduction.  The most common techniques include: indentation (both micro- and nano-), 

single-impact milling, flaw analysis, compression tests, and solution theory.  Indentation 

is the most common method, and can be used to obtain several material properties: 

hardness, elastic modulus, and fracture toughness.  Oliver and Pharr developed a 

technique to determine hardness and elastic modulus from nanoindentation [33].  The 

Oliver and Pharr technique has been applied to determine hardness measurements of 

several pharmaceutical solids using AFM nanoindentation [38, 39].  Meier et al. used 

nanoindentation not only to determine hardness and elastic modulus, but also to 

measure fracture toughness from cracks resulting from overloaded indentations [58].  

Microindentation techniques were used by Singh et al. and Marshall et al. to obtain 

hardness measurements from indentation with a Vickers tip and elastic modulus values 

from Knoop indentations [31, 32].  Others have simply related breakage parameters to 
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the Moh’s hardness values for well defined materials [62].  In this study, the 

microindentation technique was used to measure hardness.  A descriptive procedure 

was developed and used for creating suitable specimens for microindentation of soft, 

brittle powders. 

Single-impact micromilling has been studied extensively by Meier et al. and Vogel 

and Peukert [3, 45, 52, 53, 58, 59].  They define two material parameters using a single 

impact mill:  the resistance against fracture in impact comminution, fmat, and the specific 

energy a particle can take up without comminution, wm,min.  These parameters are 

determined by inverting the population balance of the single-impact mill.  Vogel and 

Peukert have shown that these parameters can be used to build a master curve to 

model the breakage probability for multiple powders and sizes. [52]  Meier et al. have 

even related the material parameters to material properties from nanoindentation.  

Specifically, they show a relation between the fmat and wm,min parameters and the 

brittleness index (BI) defined as hardness (H) divided by the fracture toughness (Kc). 

[58] 

                  (  )  
 

  
 (4-1) 

 
In this study, a micromill was designed to prevent multiple impacts and reduce the 

required powder consumption.  Also, a new material characterization measurement, the 

breakage measure (BM), has been defined from single impact milling.  This 

measurement is easy to obtain and can be used to predict powder-dependent 

parameters in the breakage functions.   

De Vegt et al. have developed a breakage probability function which includes 

many powder properties: fracture energy, crack propagation stress and velocity, flaw 
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size analysis, hardness, stress intensity factor, and more [40, 63].  Many of these 

properties are not simple to measure and were approximated using a solubility 

parameter.  Therefore, these approaches and properties are not used in this study.  

However, it is noteworthy that the breakage measure from single-impact micromilling 

theoretically includes all material properties. 

Expanded Model Structure 

Expanding on the milling model described in Chapter 3, the model presented in 

Figure 4-1 takes material properties into account so that it can be applied to multiple 

powders.   

 

Figure 4-1.  Three-level model architecture 

This model can determine the product size distribution produced by a self classifying air 

jet mill with only small quantities of powder being consumed.  As inputs, the model 
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requires the feed size distribution entering the mill, the mill operating conditions 

(grinding pressure, pusher pressure, and feed rate), and the hardness of the particle 

(measured by microindentation) or breakage measure (measured with a single-impact 

micromill).  The model can be subdivided into three parts: a population balance model 

(level 1), breakage function models (level 2) described in Chapter 3, and powder-

dependent parameter function models (level 3).  The powder-dependent parameter 

function models take the material properties measured by microindentation or single-

impact milling: hardness and breakage measure, respectively, and relate them to the 

powder-dependent parameters in the breakage function models. 

The probability of breakage function (sigma function) is given by:  

   (
 

     (  )
) 

(4-2) 

where  

                                               (4-3) 

where all parameters are mill-dependent except for wsize.  The probability a particle of 

size j breaks into size i is given by: 

    {

(   )    

    

 

               
         (                )

                 
           

 (4-4) 

where k is conditional probability of chipping function:   

  
 

 
   (                       )  

 

 
 

(4-5) 

where a0 is the only material-dependent parameter. 

In Chapter 3, wsize and a0 were determined for the three powders tested by fitting 

experimental results from jet mill experiments.  Here it is shown that for the crystalline 
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powders tested both parameters have very good linear correlations with both the 

hardness and breakage measure: 

            (4-6) 

         (4-7) 
 

where x can be either the breakage measure from micromilling or the hardness from 

microindentation. 

All powder-independent parameters of Equation 4-3 and Equation 4-5 can be 

determined from experiments on the mill with an inexpensive primary base powder.  

These experiments will also determine wsize and a0 for the primary base powder.  A 

second set of a0 and wsize can be obtained by running a small number of mill 

experiments (a single experiment could suffice) with a secondary base powder.  

Measuring the hardness or breakage measure of the base powders allows 

determination of the parameters of Equation 4-6 and Equation 4-7.  To predict the 

performance of the mill for any other powder all that is needed is measurement of 

hardness and/or the breakage measure.  Equation 4-6 and Equation 4-7 provide the 

powder dependent parameters, which can be used together with the mill-dependent 

parameters and mill operating conditions to calculate the breakage functions    and    , 

through which the population balance model will predict the milled powder size 

distribution for any initial feed composition. 

Materials and Methods 

Three common excipient powders were used in this study: sodium bicarbonate 

obtained from Arm and Hammer®, α-lactose monohydrate from Foremost Farms® 

(Product Code 310), and sucrose provided by Michigan Sugar Company.  Two material 
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characterization methods were tested in this study: microindentation and single-impact 

milling.  EpoThin® epoxy was purchased from Buehler®. 

Hardness: Microindentation 

Most previous studies involving indentation use supersized single crystals that are 

not encountered normally, compressed “bricks” of powder, or much larger and harder 

blocks of material.  As these techniques may alter the measured mechanical properties, 

a process was developed to successfully create specimens for the microindentation of 

soft, brittle materials.   

Typically, polishing is done with a lubricant in order to enhance sliding between the 

specimen and polishing pad and thus prevent excessive scratching.  Because all three 

powders used in this study are water-soluble, the most common lubricant used in 

polishing, water, could not be used.  Many different alcohols, oils, and polymers were 

tested as possible lubricants.  However, all lubricants tested actually held the specimen 

closer to the polishing pads.  This phenomenon caused deep scratches which led to 

particle fracture and eventual pull out.  It was determined that dry polishing, with no 

lubricant, was a more suitable technique for soft brittle particles embedded in epoxy, 

because the specimen could be held slightly above the polishing pad to minimize or 

prevent excessive scratching. 

Each of the three materials used in this study were sampled in the same way.  

First, a thin layer of EpoThin® epoxy was painted onto a glass slide with a foam brush.  

Then, particles were dispersed onto the slide using vacuum dispersion.  The largest 

particles available were used for indentation.  Typically, the particles used were on the 

order of 200 microns in diameter.  The specimen was allowed to sit for 24 hours to allow 

the epoxy to harden.  Ideally, the thickness of the epoxy layer is thinner than the particle 
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diameter so that the tips of the particles will stick out of the epoxy.  If this is the case, 

only the tips of the particles need to be removed by polishing.  Once the epoxy was 

completely hardened, the specimen was dry polished using a sequence of polishing 

pads from 30 microns to 1 micron grit size.  Polishing was done by hand with no 

lubricant, as described previously.  In order to polish uniformly, a figure eight motion 

was used with specimens held just above the polishing pad.  Optical microscopy was 

used to determine the success of each polishing step and when to move to the next grit 

size.  If the majority of surface scratches were on the order of the most recent grit size, 

the next polishing pad would be used.  If not, more polishing would be done with the 

current polishing pad.  If larger scratches were found, a larger grit polishing pad would 

be reused depending on the scratch sizes.  Typically, use of a previous grit size failed to 

recreate a polished surface from one that was excessively scratched.  This was 

especially true if particles had begun to pull out.  More often than not, trying to recreate 

a surface from an excessively scratched specimen failed.  For this reason, foreign 

material was removed by frequently cleaning the specimen surface and polishing pad 

with a low gas flow. 

Microindentation procedure 

Samples of each of the powders were indented with a Tukon 2100™ 

microindenter.  Suitable particles were identified using the built in microscope on the 

microindenter.  Once a particle was located, the low-load indenter tip was positioned 

and the indent was made at the load desired.  Approximately 50 total indents were 

made for each powder using a Vickers tip at 10, 15, 20, and 50 gram loads.  After the 

indentations were made, the specimen was taken to a high-power optical microscope to 
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be imaged.  Digital photographs of each indent were taken, labeled by material and 

load, and saved for analysis.  An example indent is shown in Figure 4-2. 

 

Figure 4-2.  Optical image of 50-gram load Vickers indent of sodium bicarbonate 

Microindentation analysis: hardness 

Each indentation photo was used to measure the hardness of the imaged particle.  

Using ImageJ software, both diagonals of each indent were measured.  Then, the 

hardness (H) was obtained from:   

         ( )          
 

  
 (4-8) 

where P is the load and d is the average diagonal length. 

Breakage Measurement: Single-impact Micromilling 

A single-impact micromill was designed, constructed, and used to determine the 

breakage measure of each material.  The micromill design is shown in Figure 4-3.  The 

micromill used the same feed funnel and eductor that was feeding the jet mill.  Particles 

were fed into the feed funnel and accelerated at a fixed 45 degree target.  The 45 
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degree angle was chosen in order to minimize reacceleration for multiple impacts and 

impose both tangential and normal forces.  With both forces occurring at impact, 

multiple breakage mechanisms can be tested.  If multiple powders are tested in the 

micromill at the same energy, any difference in breakage would derive from material 

differences.   

 

Figure 4-3.  Single-impact micromill design 

Micromilling procedure 

In order for the energy to be constant in each micromill experiment, the feed 

pressure, feed size distribution, and feed rate must be identical for each experiment.  

Each micromill experiment was operated with a feed pressure of 100 psig.  An Accurate 

102M volumetric screw feeder was used to control the feed rate to the micromill.  The 
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feed rate was set to 0.010 g/s, the lowest achievable level, to ensure minimal particle-

particle interactions.  Feed material was created by sieving powder stocks.  Powder 

between 106-150 microns (100-140 mesh) was used as feed.  The micromill was fed for 

a total of 5 minutes so that approximately 3 grams of material would be used.  A filter 

bag was attached over the exit of the micromill to collect product powder.  After the 

experiment was complete, the filter was removed and the product powder was 

collected.  A sample of unmilled material from the feeder was also set aside.  After the 

experiments were completed, a representative sample of each (feed and product) was 

sized using the Coulter LS13320 laser diffraction particle sizer.  Powders were analyzed 

with the Coulter in duplicate or triplicate.   

Micromilling analysis: breakage measure 

For each feed and product particle size distribution, the volume weighted 

arithmetic mean diameter was determined.  Then, a breakage measure (BM) was 

defined by: 

                 (  )  
 ̅   ̅ 

 ̅ 
 (4-9) 

Here  ̅  and  ̅  are the volume weighted arithmetic mean diameters of the feed and 

product distributions, respectively.   The harder the material the smaller the difference 

between the feed and product mean diameters will be, as illustrated in Figure 4-4.  Thus 

the breakage measure varies inversely with the hardness of the material.  However, 

other powder characteristics such as elastic modulus and fracture toughness will affect 

the breakage measure. 
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Figure 4-4.  Visualization of breakage measure with sodium bicarbonate micromill 
results 

Powder-dependent Parameter Function Models 

The powder-dependent parameters for sodium bicarbonate, lactose monohydrate, 

and sucrose, determined by fitting milling data to the breakage function models, are 

shown in Table 4-1. 

Table 4-1.  Powder-dependent parameters of all test powders 

 Sodium Bicarbonate Lactose Monohydrate Sucrose 

wsize (μm-1) 1.81E-02 4.95E-03 3.54E-02 
a0 (-) 1.45E+00 1.17E+00 2.06E+00 

 
All three powders were tested with the microindenter and the micromill to obtain the 

hardness (H), in GPa, and dimensionless breakage measure. These values are 

displayed in Table 4-2. 

Table 4-2.  Hardness and breakage measure of all test powders 

 Sodium Bicarbonate Lactose Monohydrate Sucrose 

H (GPa) 0.89 1.06 0.76 
BM (-) 0.39 0.28 0.55 
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When the breakage measure was plotted versus the powder-dependent 

parameters wsize and a0, linear relations with positive slope were observed as seen in 

Figure 4-5 and Figure 4-6, respectively.   

 

Figure 4-5.  Breakage measure versus wsize powder-dependent parameter 

 

Figure 4-6.  Breakage measure versus a0 powder-dependent parameter 

Similarly, when hardness was plotted versus wsize and a0, linear trends with negative 

slope were found, as shown in Figure 4-7 and Figure 4-8.   
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Figure 4-7.  Hardness versus wsize powder-dependent parameter 

  

Figure 4-8.  Hardness versus a0 powder-dependent parameter 

The breakage measure correlations imply that as the micromill breakage measure 

increases, the breakage probability in the jet mill will increase.  In other words, the more 

a powder breaks in a single-impact mill the more likely it will break in a multi-impact jet 

mill, as expected. Likewise, the more a powder breaks in a single impact the higher the 

conditional probability of chipping in the jet mill.  Inversely, the hardness correlations 
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say as the hardness increases, the breakage probability in the jet mill will decrease as 

will the conditional probability of chipping. 

The linear fits are better for the breakage measure correlations (R2= 0.999 and 

R2= 0.990) compared to the hardness correlations (R2 = 0.978 and R2= 0.923).  This is 

not unexpected as the hardness of a powder is just one material property whereas the 

breakage measure is influenced by several material properties.  The linear equations 

determined from the above correlations are for breakage measure (BM): 

                     (4-10) 

                 (4-11) 
 
and for microindentation hardness (H): 

                     (4-12) 

                (4-13) 
 

Results and Discussion 

In Chapter 3 it was shown how well the model describes breakage using the wsize 

and a0 parameters fitted from mill experiments.  Here wsize and a0 are instead calculated 

either from microindentation hardness or from micromill breakage measure using 

Equation 4-10 and Equation 4-11 or Equation 4-12 and Equation 4-13. 

Figure 4-9, Figure 4-10, and Figure 4-11 show the experimental and modeled 

product size distribution for sodium bicarbonate, lactose monohydrate, and sucrose jet 

milled with a grinding pressure of 30 psig, pusher pressure of 30 psig, feed size of 106-

150 microns, and feed rate of 0.100 or 0.050 g/s (depending on material).  Both the 

hardness measurements and breakage measure measurements lead to reasonably 

good predictions of powder breakage.   
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Figure 4-9.  Three-level model: sodium bicarbonate product from jet mill operated at: 
grinding pressure of 30 psig, pusher pressure of 30 psig, feed rate of 0.100 
g/s, and feed size of 106-150 microns 

 

Figure 4-10.  Three-level model: lactose monohydrate product from jet mill operated at: 
grinding pressure of 30 psig, pusher pressure of 30 psig, feed rate of 0.100 
g/s, and feed size of 106-150 microns 
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Figure 4-11.  Three-level model: sucrose product from jet mill operated at: grinding 
pressure of 30 psig, pusher pressure of 30 psig, feed rate of 0.050 g/s, and 
feed size of 106-150 microns 

Table 4-3, Table 4-4, and Table 4-5 show the experimental and modeled volume 

weighted geometric mean diameter obtained from breakage measure (Mod-BM) and 

microindentation hardness (Mod-H) for every experiment described in Chapter 3.  For 

almost all experiments the model prediction is in fairly close agreement with the 

experimental value. 

Conclusions 

A single-impact micromill was constructed and used to determine the newly 

defined breakage measure for sodium bicarbonate, lactose monohydrate, and sucrose.  

These breakage measures were then integrated into the developed powder-dependent 

parameter function models to determine the powder-dependent parameters for each 

material in the air jet mill.  This procedure can be applied to many powders.  Small 
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quantities of material can be used in the micromill to determine powder-dependent 

parameters for high value products (we used 3 grams). 

Powder-dependent parameters have also been related to microindentation 

hardness.  The benefit of using indentation is that less material is required compared to 

micromilling; only a few particles are required.  However, specimen preparation is much 

more difficult.  Also, hardness is only one material property that can cause differences in 

breakage.  Therefore, modeling powder-dependent parameters with only 

microindentation hardness may not work for different materials as well as micromilling 

where all powder properties affect the resulting breakage measure. 

Moving forward, more experimentation is needed to obtain more material 

properties such as toughness and elastic modulus.  Also, more study is needed to 

understand the relationships between material properties and the breakage measure 

determined with the micromill.  Finally, more materials with a larger range of powder 

properties could be tested to extend the development and applicability of the milling 

model. 
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Table 4-3.  Sodium bicarbonate experimental and modeled volume weighted geometric mean diameter of the product 
distributions for all jet mill runs, reported in microns, using micromill breakage measure (Mod-BM) and 
microindentation hardness (Mod-H).  Grinding pressure (GP) and pusher pressure (PP) are reported in psig and 
feed rate (FR) is given in g/s. 

Operating Conditions 

GP 30 100 30 100 65 

PP 30 100 100 30 65 

FR 0.100 0.100 0.100 0.100 0.100 

Feed Exp Mod-BM Mod-H Exp Mod-BM Mod-H Exp Mod-BM Mod-H Exp Mod-BM Mod-H Exp Mod-BM Mod-H 

1 32.3 33.1 32.8 30.0 30.0 30.0 30.3 30.4 30.3 30.0 30.0 30.0 30.1 30.2 30.1 

2 34.6 35.4 34.8 30.0 30.0 30.0 30.8 30.6 30.5 30.0 30.0 30.0 30.1 30.2 30.2 

3 35.3 36.5 35.7 30.0 30.0 30.0 30.3 30.7 30.6 30.0 30.0 30.0 30.2 30.3 30.2 

4 37.0 36.8 35.9 30.0 30.0 30.0 30.6 30.7 30.6 30.0 30.0 30.0 30.2 30.3 30.2 

5 39.7 40.0 38.6 30.0 30.0 30.0 31.4 30.9 30.7 30.0 30.0 30.0 30.0 30.3 30.2 

6 38.2 40.0 38.6 30.0 30.0 30.0 31.5 30.9 30.7 30.0 30.0 30.0 30.0 30.3 30.2 

7 42.6 42.4 40.5 30.0 30.0 30.0 31.4 31.1 30.8 30.0 30.0 30.0 30.0 30.3 30.2 

Operating Conditions 

GP 65 65 30 100 65 

PP 30 100 65 65 65 

FR 0.200 0.200 0.200 0.200 0.200 

Feed Exp Mod-BM Mod-H Exp Mod-BM Mod-H Exp Mod-BM Mod-H Exp Mod-BM Mod-H Exp Mod-BM Mod-H 

1 30.7 30.7 30.6 30.3 30.3 30.2 32.7 32.5 32.2 30.2 30.0 30.0 30.7 30.5 30.4 

2 30.8 30.9 30.7 30.2 30.4 30.3 32.9 33.1 32.8 30.1 30.1 30.0 30.7 30.6 30.5 

3 31.3 31.0 30.9 30.4 30.4 30.3 33.6 34.2 33.6 30.3 30.1 30.0 30.2 30.6 30.5 

4 31.5 31.1 30.9 30.6 30.4 30.3 35.1 35.7 34.9 30.1 30.1 30.0 30.3 30.7 30.6 

5 32.5 31.5 31.2 30.8 30.5 30.4 37.7 38.1 36.9 30.0 30.1 30.0 31.1 30.9 30.7 

6 32.5 31.3 31.1 30.4 30.5 30.4 37.0 38.4 37.1 30.1 30.1 30.0 31.3 31.0 30.7 

7 34.5 31.8 31.4 30.7 30.5 30.4 41.1 39.7 38.1 30.1 30.0 30.0 31.0 31.0 30.7 
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Table 4-4.  Lactose monohydrate experimental and modeled volume weighted geometric mean diameter of the product 
distributions for all jet mill runs, reported in microns, using micromill breakage measure (Mod-BM) and 
microindentation hardness (Mod-H).  Grinding pressure (GP) and pusher pressure (PP) are reported in psig and 
feed rate (FR) is given in g/s. 

Operating Conditions 

GP 30 100 30 100 65 

PP 30 100 100 30 65 

FR 0.100 0.100 0.100 0.100 0.100 

Feed Exp Mod-BM Mod-H Exp Mod-BM Mod-H Exp Mod-BM Mod-H Exp Mod-BM Mod-H Exp Mod-BM Mod-H 

1 34.4 34.3 34.7 30.0 30.0 30.1 30.3 30.3 30.3 30.1 30.0 30.0 30.5 30.3 30.4 

2 37.5 37.0 37.6 30.0 30.1 30.1 30.8 30.9 31.0 30.0 30.0 30.0 31.0 30.5 30.6 

3 42.5 41.6 42.8 30.0 30.1 30.1 31.1 31.5 31.8 30.0 30.0 30.0 30.7 30.7 30.8 

4 47.6 46.0 48.1 30.0 30.1 30.1 31.5 32.0 32.4 30.0 30.0 30.0 30.9 30.9 31.1 

5 57.7 53.5 56.7 30.0 30.2 30.2 33.3 33.1 33.6 30.0 30.1 30.1 31.0 31.2 31.5 

6 53.6 52.8 55.8 30.0 30.2 30.2 32.8 33.0 33.5 30.0 30.1 30.1 31.3 31.2 31.5 

7 63.8 61.3 66.9 30.0 30.2 30.2 34.2 34.2 35.1 30.0 30.1 30.1 31.0 31.5 31.9 

Operating Conditions 

GP 65 65 30 100 65 

PP 30 100 65 65 65 

FR 0.050 0.050 0.050 0.050 0.050 

Feed Exp Mod-BM Mod-H Exp Mod-BM Mod-H Exp Mod-BM Mod-H Exp Mod-BM Mod-H Exp Mod-BM Mod-H 

1 30.0 30.1 30.1 30.1 30.1 30.1 30.8 30.7 30.8 30.0 30.0 30.0 30.1 30.1 30.1 

2 30.0 30.3 30.4 30.4 30.2 30.2 31.5 31.5 31.6 30.0 30.0 30.0 30.0 30.3 30.3 

3 30.0 30.5 30.6 30.0 30.2 30.3 32.0 32.8 33.2 30.1 30.0 30.0 30.0 30.3 30.4 

4 30.3 30.6 30.7 30.3 30.3 30.4 32.5 33.9 34.6 30.1 30.0 30.0 30.0 30.4 30.5 

5 31.3 31.0 31.2 30.0 30.4 30.5 34.0 36.5 37.6 30.0 30.1 30.1 30.0 30.7 30.8 

6 30.0 31.3 31.7 30.0 30.5 30.6 33.5 38.9 40.8 30.7 30.1 30.1 30.0 30.8 31.0 
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Table 4-5.  Sucrose experimental and modeled volume weighted geometric mean diameter of the product distributions for 
all jet mill runs, reported in microns, using micromill breakage measure (Mod-BM) and microindentation 
hardness (Mod-H).  Grinding pressure (GP) and pusher pressure (PP) are reported in psig and feed rate (FR) is 
given in g/s. 

Operating Conditions 

GP 30 100 30 100 65 

PP 30 100 100 30 65 

FR 0.050 0.050 0.050 0.050 0.050 

Feed Exp Mod-BM Mod-H Exp Mod-BM Mod-H Exp Mod-BM Mod-H Exp Mod-BM Mod-H Exp Mod-BM Mod-H 

1 30.0 30.5 30.5 NA 30.0 30.0 30.0 30.0 30.1 30.0 30.0 30.0 30.0 30.0 30.0 

2 30.9 30.8 30.9 NA 30.0 30.0 30.1 30.1 30.1 30.1 30.0 30.0 30.1 30.0 30.0 

3 30.6 31.1 31.3 NA 30.0 30.0 30.1 30.1 30.1 30.0 30.0 30.0 30.1 30.0 30.0 

4 31.3 31.4 31.6 NA 30.0 30.0 30.4 30.1 30.1 30.0 30.0 30.0 30.7 30.0 30.0 

5 30.4 31.8 32.0 NA 30.0 30.0 30.9 30.1 30.1 30.0 30.0 30.0 30.0 30.0 30.0 

6 31.9 31.9 32.3 NA 30.0 30.0 30.4 30.1 30.1 30.4 30.0 30.0 30.1 30.0 30.0 

Operating Conditions 

GP 65 65 30 100 65 

PP 30 100 65 65 65 

FR 0.100 0.100 0.100 0.100 0.100 

Feed Exp Mod-BM Mod-H Exp Mod-BM Mod-H Exp Mod-BM Mod-H Exp Mod-BM Mod-H Exp Mod-BM Mod-H 

1 30.1 30.0 30.0 NA 30.0 30.0 30.3 30.3 30.3 30.1 30.0 30.0 30.0 30.0 30.0 

2 30.6 30.1 30.1 NA 30.0 30.0 30.8 30.3 30.3 30.0 30.0 30.0 30.5 30.0 30.0 

3 30.5 30.1 30.1 NA 30.0 30.0 30.7 30.3 30.3 30.1 30.0 30.0 30.1 30.0 30.0 

4 30.6 30.1 30.1 NA 30.0 30.0 31.1 30.6 30.7 30.4 30.0 30.0 30.6 30.0 30.0 

5 30.0 30.1 30.1 NA 30.0 30.0 31.6 30.7 30.8 30.0 30.0 30.0 30.0 30.0 30.0 

6 30.5 30.1 30.1 NA 30.0 30.0 34.1 30.8 30.9 30.0 30.0 30.0 30.1 30.0 30.0 
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CHAPTER 5 
FURTHER POWDER CHARACTERIZATION AND FUTURE WORK 

Further Characterization 

Besides hardness measurements, some other characterization efforts have been 

made using microindentation to measure elastic modulus (E) and fracture toughness 

(KC) as described previously.  In order to measure elastic modulus, Knoop indentation 

has been done.  Figure 5-1 shows a typical Knoop indentation on sodium bicarbonate.   

 

Figure 5-1.  50-gram Knoop indentation on sodium bicarbonate 

Due to its elongated diamond geometry, Knoop indents can only elastically relax in one 

direction.  This assumption allows for the determination of the hardness over elastic 

modulus ratio using Equation 2-2, and using the hardness measurements from Vickers 
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indentation, given in Table 4-2, the elastic modulus can be calculated.  Unfortunately, 

not enough indents have been done to determine the elastic modulus of the three test 

powders used in this study.  However, some guidelines have been formulated to aid in 

future endeavors. 

Specimen preparation for Knoop indentation was the exact same as for Vickers.  

This procedure is described in Chapter 4.  Selecting particles to indent is not as simple 

as for the Vickers test, since the indent is much more elongated.  Due to this fact, 

particles must be rotated so that the indent is kept as far away from the particle edges 

as possible to minimize edge-effects on measured properties.  This requires a lot more 

time compared to Vickers indents, which can be made almost in any location on the 

particle.  Another issue with the Knoop indentations that have been made is that some 

analyzed indents gave negative elastic modulus measurements.  This was most likely 

caused by the measured short diagonal being longer than the approximated initial short 

diagonal.  The cause for this inaccuracy could be from poor measurement of the short 

diagonal, which is very small for low-loads, or inappropriate measurement of the long 

diagonal, which defines the initial short diagonal.  To remedy these issues, Knoop 

indentations should be done at larger loads in the future.  The negative measurements 

tended to be biased toward the 10, 15, and 20 gram loads.  The challenge is to 

accomplish this without fracturing particles. 

Another material property which can be measured by microindentation is fracture 

toughness.  To do this, particles are overloaded with a Vickers indenter tip in order to 

produce cracks from the corners of the indent, as shown in Figure 5-2.   
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Figure 5-2.  50-gram Vickers indent with crack propagation on sucrose 

An appropriate load size has to be determined such that the cracks grow to a desired 

length (at least 2-3 times half the indent diagonal), but not long enough to reach the 

particle edge.  This proves to be very difficult for particles on the order of 200 microns.  

If the crack length c, measured from the center of the indent to the end of the crack, is 

at least 2-3 times half the diagonal length 2a, the crack can be assumed to be a half-

penny crack and the following equation can be used to calculate the fracture toughness: 

   
 

   
 
 

 (5-1) 

where P is the indentation load, c is the crack length, and    is 7 for Vickers. 
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Future measurements may be made with larger particles, but this may be 

impossible if larger particles are not available and growing or compacting particles 

would change the material properties.  For the three test materials used in this study, 

fracture toughness measurements could probably be accomplished for sodium 

bicarbonate with loads above 50-grams, for lactose monohydrate with loads between 20 

and 50 grams, and for sucrose with loads between 20 and 50 grams.  In the case of 

lactose, a 50-gram load propagates the cracks to the edges of the particles already 

(seen in Figure 5-3), so the preferred load is most likely closer to 20-grams.   

 

Figure 5-3.  50-g Vickers indent with cracks propagated to particle edge on lactose 
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For sucrose, 50-gram loads created decent crack lengths.  Unfortunately, not enough 

indents created suitable cracks and the lengths measured are highly variable.  It is 

challenging to reproduce an indent, but it is nearly impossible to recreate crack 

propagation.  Therefore, many indents within specified loads (which need to be 

determined for each material) must be done to obtain suitable results.  

Future Work 

The continuation of the research presented previously includes three main 

expansion paths: (1) employ the current milling model equations to develop useful 

industrial software, (2) use the developed mill modeling approach on another mill size or 

type, and (3) relate micromill breakage measure to material properties.  Each of these 

three directions has great potential in advancing the understanding of breakage 

behavior and applying this knowledge would assist and advance size reduction in 

industry.   

Developing Milling Model Software 

The three-level milling model developed in previous chapters predicts the product 

size distribution from a given feed size distribution, mill operating conditions (grinding 

pressure, pusher pressure, and feed rate), and simple material characterization 

measurements (either microindentation hardness or micromill breakage measure).  

However, in most industrial applications involving size reduction the product size 

distribution desired is generally known.  In this case, a milling model that predicts the 

mill operating conditions required to obtain a given product size distribution would be 

most beneficial.   

The milling model equations described could be used to obtain optimal mill 

operating conditions for a desired product.  The optimal mill operating conditions 
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(grinding pressure, pusher pressure, and feed rate) could be determined by minimizing 

the performance measure:   

 (        )  ( ̅           ̅       )   (                       )
 

  (                       )
 
   

 

(5-2) 

Here,  ̅          and  ̅        are the volume-weighted mean diameter of the desired and 

modeled product distribution,             and            are the desired and modeled 

mass fractions of particles one bin away from bin i, which is the bin containing the mean 

diameter of the desired distribution,              and            are the desired and 

modeled mass fractions of particles two bins away from bin i, and so on.          are 

weighting coefficients that could be set to reward or punish product particles in certain 

bins in order to create narrow or broad distributions.  For example, if a narrow size 

distribution is desired, all the              would be selected and the coefficients could be 

set such that material two bins away from the mean is more heavily penalized 

compared to material only one bin outside the desired bin (   ).  The developed 

software could also be used to determine whether or not the mill is capable of producing 

a desired product distribution. 

 Applying the Mill Modeling Approach to New Mills 

In Chapter 3, milling models were developed to relate breakage functions for a 

self-classifying spiral jet mill to mill operating variables.  This procedure could be applied 

to any mill type that is self classifying or equipped with a particle size classifier that 

returns oversize material.  If the system is not self-classifying, a revised population 

balance model would need to be determined for the system used.  A different mill would 

require different mill-dependent parameters to be found by running extensive 
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experiments with inexpensive excipient powders.  However, once this is completed, 

small quantities of material can be used to determine material dependent parameters 

for high value products (see Chapter 4).   

Two possible research studies to test the developed approach on new mills 

include: using spiral jet mills of varying scales and testing the closely related loop mill.  

Studies with multiple scales of pancake spiral jet mills may lead to relationships 

between mill-dependent parameters and the mill geometry, gas nozzle sizes, and 

nozzle positions.  If these relations are obtainable, the mill-dependent parameters could 

potentially be determined for other spiral jet mills from simple mill design knowledge.   

Using the milling model approach developed in this work on different mill types 

would be more difficult, since different mill operating conditions affect the breakage 

functions in different mills.  For example, consider a continuous milling system 

containing a ball mill outfitted with an external particle size classifier which reintroduces 

particles over a given cut size back to the ball mill.  This system has no gas flows or 

pressure controls.  Here, the mill operating variables most likely include: the rotational 

speed of the mill, the media size and material, and material feed rate.  However, the 

breakage function models could be developed by relating the mill energy per particle to 

the mill operating variables of this system similar to the approach used to model the 

spiral jet mill breakage functions.  However, this may not be straight forward.  For 

example, in the ball mill system at higher rotational speeds particles are acted on by a 

compressive force rather than an impact force.  However, the micromill is an impact 

testing device; therefore, the same device may not accurately describe powder-

dependence in compressive mills. 
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Relating Breakage Measure to Material Properties 

The constructed single-impact micromill could be applied to many powders to 

determine breakage measures, which correlate extremely well with powder-dependent 

parameters, a0 and wsize.  However, this correlation is not as good with microindentation 

hardness.  Since hardness is probably the most varied material property for the three 

powders tested in this study, hardness alone has a strong correlation to these powder-

dependent parameters.  However, for other materials with more extreme material 

property differences, such as tougher crystalline materials, different shaped particles, 

and non-crystalline materials, this correlation may not be successful.  Therefore, a0 and 

wsize could be related to more material properties:   

   (         )   (             ) (5-3) 
 
where H is microindentation hardness, E is elastic modulus, Kc is fracture toughness, 

AR is aspect ratio, and   is material density.  It is probably more reliable to use 

nanoindentation methods to determine hardness, elastic modulus, and fracture 

toughness in the future, as prefaced in Chapter 2.  However, specimen preparation may 

need to be improved in order to use nanoindentation techniques.  Of course, other 

material properties could affect the breakage measure, but these are expected to be the 

most important. If obtainable, these advanced correlations would extend the 

development and applicability of the milling model.   
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APPENDIX A 
JET MILL RUN FORMS 
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APPENDIX B 
MILLING MODEL SOFTWARE USING MICROMILL BREAKAGE MEASURE 

%% FINAL MILLING MODEL %% 
clear all 

  
%% INPUTS %% 
%% OPERATING CONDITIONS %% 
GP=input('Grinding Pressure (psig)'); 
PP=input('Pusher Pressure (psig)'); 
FR=input('Feed Rate (g/s)'); 
SIZE = [186 132 93 66 47]; %vector of volume weighted mean diameters of bins 

  
%% MICROMILL PROPERTIES %% 
%Baking Soda 
%xbarF = 124.5; 
%xbarP = 75.67; 
%x_50F = 130.5; 
%x_50P = 74.67; 
%AR = 0.69; 

  
%Lactose Monohydrate 
%xbarF = 135.7; 
%xbarP = 97.37; 
%x_50F = 140.1; 
%x_50P = 101.2; 
%AR = 0.73; 

  
%Sucrose 
%xbarF = 124.3; 
%xbarP = 56.17; 
%x_50F = 136.9; 
%x_50P = 48.95; 
%AR = 0.79; 

 
%Microcrystalline Cellulose 
%xbarF = 138.9; 
%xbarP = 134.3; 
%x_50F = 146.8; 
%x_50P = 140.7; 
%AR = 

  
%Moon Simulant 
%xbarF = 151.7; 
%xbarP = 145.0; 
%x_50F = 153.9; 
%x_50P = 147.3; 
%AR = 

  
%% W_SIZE FUNCTION MODEL %% 
BM = (xbarF-xbarP)/xbarF; 
s_0 = -2.9; 
s_1 = 1.09E-1; 
s_2 = 5.92E-2; 
s_3 = -9.93; 
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s_4 = 1.14E-1*BM-2.70E-2; 
s_5 = -8.11E-4; 

  
%% A_0 FUNCTION MODEL %% 
k_0 = 3.38*BM+1.89E-1; 
k_1 = 3.72E-2; 
k_2 = 1.41E-2; 
k_3 = -3.33; 

  

  
%% K FUNCTION MODEL %% 
%% K CALCULATIONS %% 
k = 1/2*cos(k_0+k_1*GP+k_2*PP+k_3*FR)+1/2; 

  
%% SIGMA FUNCTION MODEL %% 
%% SIGMA CALCULATIONS %% 
[m,n]=size(SIZE); 
for i = 1:n 
    num=(s_0+s_1*GP+s_2*PP+s_3*FR+s_4*SIZE(i)+s_5*GP*PP); 
    SIGMA(i)= logsig(num); 
end 
SIGMA(n+1)=0; 
SIGMA(n+2)=k; 
SIGMA=SIGMA' 
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APPENDIX C 
MILLING MODEL SOFTWARE USING MICROINDENTATION HARDNESS 

%% FINAL MILLING MODEL (with Hardness) %% 
clear all 

  
%% INPUTS %% 
%% OPERATING CONDITIONS %% 
GP=input('Grinding Pressure (psig)'); 
PP=input('Pusher Pressure (psig)'); 
FR=input('Feed Rate (g/s)'); 
SIZE = [186 132 93 66 47]; %vector of volume weighted mean diameters of bins 

  
%% MICROMILL PROPERTIES %% 
%Baking Soda 
%H = 0.89; 

  
%Lactose Monohydrate 
%H = 1.056; 

  
%Sucrose 
%H = 0.76; 

  
%Microcrystalline Cellulose 
%H = 

  
%Moon Simulant 
%H = 

  
%% W_SIZE FUNCTION MODEL %% 
s_0 = -2.9; 
s_1 = 1.09E-1; 
s_2 = 5.92E-2; 
s_3 = -9.93; 
s_4 = -1.02E-1*H+1.11E-1; %linear trendline 
s_5 = -8.11E-4; 

  
%% A_0 FUNCTION MODEL %% 
k_0 = -2.93*H+4.21; 
k_1 = 3.72E-2; 
k_2 = 1.41E-2; 
k_3 = -3.33; 

  

  
%% K FUNCTION MODEL %% 
%% K CALCULATIONS %% 
k = 1/2*cos(k_0+k_1*GP+k_2*PP+k_3*FR)+1/2; 

  
%% SIGMA FUNCTION MODEL %% 
%% SIGMA CALCULATIONS %% 
[m,n]=size(SIZE); 
for i = 1:n 
    num=(s_0+s_1*GP+s_2*PP+s_3*FR+s_4*SIZE(i)+s_5*GP*PP); 
    SIGMA(i)= logsig(num); 
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end 
SIGMA(n+1)=0; 
SIGMA(n+2)=k; 
SIGMA=SIGMA' 
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